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India is a country where 300 million people still live without access to formal electricity, and where hundreds of
millionsmore livewith irregular supply through the existing grid network. This paper examines business innovation
in the diffusion of off-grid solar technologies in India. An in-country survey of off-grid solar energy providers from
across the nation was conducted and coupled with extensive field interviews. Findings reveal that most off-grid
solar energy enterprises are not operating in the government subsidy market and that more than half are not
offering any form of financing to their customerswhen selling their products. Also,more than half of the enterprises
are selling their products in areas where the electric grid is present. Analysis of data collected suggests that an
increase in product categories (lanterns, solar home lighting systems (SHS), micro-grids, etc.) negatively affects
unit scaling for a firm but increases the likelihood that the firm is offering financing for its products. In areaswithout
the electricity grid, the number of off-grid solar technology options decreases because thefirms operating in the area
have fewer categories of technology options. This study finds that off-grid solar technology enterprises that focus on
fewer technology categories aremore likely to achieve unit scaling. This findingmust be balancedwith the fact that
the extent of the grid has not inhibited the market for off-grid solar technologies, but rather affects the number of
categories of technologies that can be offered in those regions. Development programs should thus recognize that
those who need electricity access the most may be the ones with the most limited technology options.

© 2015 International Energy Initiative. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

This study examines the existing and emerging business models for
the distribution of off-grid solar technologies in India. It explores why
certain models or type of networks help facilitate the diffusion of
off-grid solar technologies more than others. For example, do firms
that provide energy for multiple purposes achieve greater scale
than those just providing energy for lighting? And what lessons can
be learned from technology-type choice and its impacts on scaling?
The study examines unit scaling of the number of products a company
has distributed based on whether or not the firms are selling their
products in areas connected to the electricity grid, and whether or not
they are providing financing, or using government subsidies. It also
assesses the number of states in which firms distribute, whether or not
there is a provision for after sales support, and what types of products
they are distributing.

Typology of off-grid solar enterprise business models

Both scholars andpractitioners alike have attempted the classification
of off-grid energy access enterprises. Almost as difficult to define as uni-
versal energy access, the challenge in off-grid energy access enterprise
classification arises from trying to compare multiple technology types
(solar, wind, biomass, etc.) while also having to differentiate between
9, USA. Tel.: +1 864 640 0342.
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the motivation of the distributor (private vs. non-profit vs. government)
and the multiple mechanisms they may employ in order to get their
product to the customer. This study focuses on business model innova-
tions in off-grid solar enterprises so the classification system will be
informed by the types of off-grid solar technology businesses that operate
in this market (see Table 1).
Formal vs. informal
Most studies of the off-grid solar market in India have focused on

enterprises operating in the formal market or “under formal” regimes
(Balachandra, 2011; Chaurey et al., 2012; Harish et al., 2013). These
are registered established businesses small and large, which focused
completely on solar technologies or part of a larger industrial conglom-
erate. They can also be recent start-ups that have emerged from theflurry
of investment in energy access technology and business innovation.
Examples of formal market players include TATA solar, the Solar Electric
Lighting Company (SELCO), Orb Energy or recent entrants such as
Green Light Planet or Mera Gao Power. There are, however, a large
number of entrepreneurs who are operating in the informal market,
assembling electronic components, ordering parts wholesale in order to
create customized solar home lighting products for rural customers. The
business models of these entrepreneurs operating in the informal market
have not been studied in detail before, but they are nonetheless a crucial
part of the local solar energy ecosystem and can be found throughout the
country in areas where electricity access is lacking or unreliable.
.
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Table 1
The typology of off-grid solar enterprise business models operating in India.

Typology of off-grid solar enterprise business models

Type Description Examples

Formal • Operate under formal regimes
• Start-ups or established companies
• Headquartered in cities

SELCO, TATA Solar, and
Mera Gao Power

Informal • Operate on the margins
• Potentially high volume of sales
• Highly embedded in local rural
economy

Independent sales agents

Retail • Relies on company or independently
owned network of franchise shops

• Concession goes to the retailer of
product

Orb Energy and D.light
Design

Direct
marketing

• Relies on independent sales agents
(village level entrepreneurs)

• Targets “last mile” customers
• Sales commission paid by company
to sales agent on each product sold

Green Light Planet and
Sakhi Retail

Sell • Requires customer to travel to
authorized maintenance and
servicing center

• Extreme case no after sales support or
even warranty

Akshay Urja Shops and
informal sales agents

Sell & service • Quality after sales servicing support
• Company technicians travel to
customers' homes for servicing

Full payment • Off the shelf purchasing
• Financing may or may not be
available to assist customer

• Customer owns product

TATA Solar, Orb Energy,
and Green Light Planet

Rental • Customer pays daily/weekly fee to
an entrepreneur/company

• No financing required because of
small payments

• Customer never owns the product

TERI's Light a Billion Lives

Pay-as-you-go • Uses mobile money transfers and
smart metering technology

• Payments are tailored to match
customer's energy consumption

• Progressive purchase: a “pay-to-own”
model

SimpaNetworks and OMC
Power

Community
managed

• Responsibility for management and
ownership shared by community

• Relies on communally agreed to
governance structure, tariffs, and
shared costs for maintenance

Sunlit Futures and Gram
Oorja micro-grids

Entrepreneur
based

• Responsibility of management and
ownership falls on individual

• Relies on social standing, capital and
networks of entrepreneur in
community

Orb Energy and MNRE's
Akshay Urja Shops
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Retail vs. direct marketing
The two main competing methods of distributing off-grid solar

products are retail and direct marketing. Retail models such as Orb
Energy's, can be based on a network of company or independently
owned franchises run by entrepreneurs that must sell only Orb Energy's
products. Retail models can also be as simple as D.light Design's, where
the company's products are sold through various partner channels and
independently-owned convenience stores like any consumer good. A
portion of the profit (concession) goes to the retailer of the product.
Direct marketing is a concept that has been employed to target the
“last-mile” of service needs in rural areas. Operating through a network
of local independent sales agents, known as “village-level entrepreneurs”
(VLEs), who are not working full-time for the company, they serve as
focal points for the sales of a company's products in their communities.
VLEs relieve a parent corporation of the need to establish a physical pres-
ence. Establishment of a supply chain andbettermaintenance and repairs
are addedbenefits of thismodel. VLEs often take a commissionon sales as
an incentive to participate in the company's model. Companies that are
employing this model include Green Light Planet and Sakhi Retail.

Sell vs. sell & servicing company
Another way to differentiate off-grid solar businessmodels in India is

whether the firm is simply selling the product or is selling and providing
after sales service. Some companies such as SELCOmarket themselves as
a “servicing company,” proud of the after-sales support and servicing
that their company provides. Servicing companies have their own
technicians that go to the customer's home to repair products whereas
companies following simply the “sell” model require customers to take
their product to an authorized servicing center (which may be located
in the district headquarters). In the most extreme case, a “sell only”
firm may provide no after sales servicing or maintenance and may not
even provide a warranty. Examples of “sell only” firms include govern-
ment authorized retailers known as owners of “Akshay Urja” shops,
some firms from China and other markets starting to sell products in
India and some informal off-grid sales agents.

Full payment vs. rental vs. pay-as-you-go
At the advent of off-grid solar sales in India, and arguablymanyother

parts of the world, the simplest business model simply involved selling
the technology to the customer. Governments have subsidized the costs
to different degrees over time so that those who require financing can
obtain it. This approach is still used by a large percentage of off-grid
solar technology enterprises including SELCO, Orb Energy, Tata Solar,
and Green Light Planet. However, attempts to reach customers from
the base of the pyramidmarket who often lack the ability to pay upfront
for goods and services or who lack access to formal banking has
required innovative forms of financing to sell solar technologies. This
has led to the emergence of rental models such as the Energy &
Resources Institute's (TERI) “light a billion lives” (LABL) project that
involves customers paying a small fee to rent lanterns every day from
an entrepreneur who operates a solar charging station. Pay-as-you-go
(PAYG) models are emerging where innovations for smart meters and
mobile money transfers have taken root. This is relatively new in India
as the Reserve Bank of India, the body responsible for banking and
finance regulations, has only recently relaxed rules for mobile money
payments in the country. Micro-grid companies such as OMC Power
and Nature Infratec are using this technology to make payments for
their customers easier. Simpa Networks is using this model for
customers using solar home lighting systems in a “pay-to-own”
progressive purchasing model. Customers pay for as much energy
as they hope to consume using the balance on their mobile phone
before they are allowed to have access to the electricity. This allows
the customer to tailor their energy demand and mirrors utility-scale
electricity models most closely. In the case of Simpa Networks,
customers are essentially putting down payments towards eventual
ownership of the asset.

Community managed vs. entrepreneur based
The final classification for off-grid solar technology business models

is community managed versus entrepreneur owned and operated.
Community managed models primarily involve solar micro-grids that
are owned, operated, and managed under the authority of a village
governance body. This body can be charged with the responsibility of
designating a tariff structure, a payment cycle (monthly versusweekly),
andmaintenance and servicing needs. Furthermore, the village authority
under the leadership of the chief can establish dispute resolutionmecha-
nisms and enforce penalties for non-payments. Examples of suchmodels
include Greenpeace's 100 kWmicro-grid in Dharnai, and SunLit Futures
and Gram Oorja's micro-grid projects in Maharashtra. Entrepreneur
models require an individual to take out a loan from a bank under the
guidance or persuasion of an established off-grid solar energy enterprise,
government institution, NGO, or foundation, in order to start their own
solar business in their local community. This model relies on the social



1 Greater examination of customer data will be the focus of another paper as part of this
broader study. Sample information gathered during those interviews includes: demographic
information, employment-type, availability of grid access, house-type, household energy
profile, technology purchased, how financed, maintenance issues, willingness to pay, money
saved through fuel-switching, recommendations to others to purchase, etc.
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standing, capital and networks of the entrepreneur in her or his commu-
nity. This guarantees responsibility for after-sales support or servicing to
the local customers and extends the reach of the parent firm. Examples
include Orb Energy's franchisees who sell everything from solar lanterns
to solar hot water heaters, TERI's micro-grid and LABL solar lantern
entrepreneurs, as well as the government's authorized solar retail
network of “Akshay Urja” shops.

Methodology

Target respondents and data limitations

The number of solar micro-energy enterprises participating in the
formal market in India is debatable. The United Nations Foundation
established an “Energy Access Practitioner Network” of which approxi-
mately 34 members from India fall into the category of solar PV-based
energy providers. A report compiled by the Council on Energy
Environment & Water (CEEW) in 2013 suggested that the number
of solar off-grid entrepreneurs across the country (operating both in
the formal and informal market) was 231 (CEEW, 2013). Finally, the
most recent report compiled by the ClimateGroupanalyzing the business
environment for off-grid solar enterprises in India was based on analyses
of 40 major players (TCG, 2015).

This study captured 69 respondents operating in the formal off-grid
solar market in India. If the total estimated number of off-grid solar
technology entrepreneurs operating in the formal market in India is
approximately 100, the sample size used in this study represents 69%
of this population. Because the questionnaire was distributed online, it
eliminated the possibility of participation from small solar entrepre-
neurs operating in the informal market or who could not communicate
in English. This is the primary difference between the methodology
employed by this study and that of CEEW,which identifiedmore players
but captured less detailed information about each of those players. In
addition, 14 in-person semi-structured interviews were conducted
with the CEOs of off-grid solar energy companies operating in the formal
market in the country to gain deeper insights about the industry beyond
the information collected in the online questionnaire. Some of the data
collected in the broader study also involved a telephonic survey of 170
government-authorized retailers of off-grid solar technologies from
across the country.

Respondents were not compensated for participating in the survey.
Because of a lack of quality data on the many enterprises operating in
the off-grid solar sector in India, entrepreneurs, financial institutions,
government and think tanks all desire access to this information. It is
believed that respondents participated in the study because they
believed that the results of the study (unique in the broad span of
geography covered and the depth of information collected about
each enterprise) might shed light on the overall health of the off-grid
solar technology market and how they may improve their business.
The accuracy of sales data provided by respondents in the questionnaire
could be questioned because respondents are inclined to underreport in
case details about sales are leaked to tax authorities. Underreporting of
salesfiguresmay be particularly true for smaller start-ups and entrepre-
neurs operating in the informal market. Much of the material asked for
in the questionnaire was not sensitive information. Aggregated sales
data over time for all the enterprises, which chose to disclose these
details, provided an estimated snapshot of the extent of off-grid solar
technology diffusion in the country. There have been varying reports
of the number of off-grid solar technologies owned by people across
India, including those reported through government census. None of
these numbers are ever the same and it should be noted that this
study provides yet another set of data which should be considered
along with previous studies in order to continue to understand the
complex landscape that is the off-grid energy access market in India.
Detailed case studies of a few of the companies included field visits to
their customers to verify responses from interviews and identify the
challenges and opportunities post-deployment of various kinds of
business models. These field visits were conducted primarily
between April–September 2014 to villages in West Bengal, Bihar,
Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan and Karnataka. A total of 80 in-depth personal
semi-structured interviews were conducted across a range of business
models and companies represented.1

Survey questionnaire

A survey tool, consisting of a structured questionnaire,was developed
for use in this study and included questions on the following issues:

• Types of products sold
• Number of products sold/distributed
• Geography of distribution
• Primary reasons customers purchase their products (lighting, etc.)
• Information regarding warranty
• Availability of financing to purchase products
• Participation in government subsidy market
• Information regarding research and development budgets
• Marketing
• After sales maintenance and servicing
• Perceived barriers to market entry and scaling up

Dissemination method

Several networks of energy and environment practitioners across
the country were tapped to send out the online questionnaire via
email, for example, the questionnaire was sent out through the UN
Energy Access Practitioner Network to its India members. This list
included members of the informal “renewable energy working group”
which also includes several energy access practitioners as well as mem-
bers of theAshdenEnergyCollective, a consortiumof India-basedwinners
of theprestigiousAshdenAward for sustainable energy. The largest online
portal for solar business in the country operated by consulting firm,
Bridge to India,was also leveraged to reach out to the off-grid solar energy
entrepreneurs who may not have been part of the other networks. The
survey tool was kept open for the collection of responses between April
2014 and December 2014. Participation was voluntary and respondents
were assured that no information would be put in the public domain
that related their enterprise name to any sensitive data.

Respondent types

Fifty (72%) of the respondentswere private companies, fifteen (22%)
were non-profit organizations, 2 (3%) were financial institutions, and 2
(3%) were self-classified as “other” (Fig. 1).

Method of analysis

A study as rich in data as this one requires a variety of methods of
analysis to unpack all of the information gathered. For the purposes of
this paper, the primary method employed to explore the quantitative
data was statistical analysis. Using Microsoft Excel as an organizing tool,
descriptive statistics was utilized to explore patterns and summarize the
data.

Using STATA, linear regressions were conducted to reveal possible
correlations between the variables unique to each enterprise. This
method of analysis sheds light on the main question of this study:
factors affecting the scaling-up (or not) of off-grid solar technologies



Fig. 1. A graph representing respondent types of the online offgrid solar technology
enterprise survey.
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in India. Data from in-depth semi-structured interviews with the CEOs
of off-grid solar enterprises and their customers were used to further
explore and explain the results of the quantitative analysis. Detailed
qualitative and quantitative analyses of the in-depth interviews with
the entrepreneurs and their customers will be explored in subsequent
papers associated with this study.

A note on comparison between types of enterprises: it could be
rightly pointed out that one cannot compare enterprises that sell
products to individual households such as solar lanterns with those
who use a communally shared energy source (solar PV panels) to sell
electricity to households. This could perhaps be considered a limitation
of the study. However, in order to create consistency for comparison, an
end-user perspective was used as the method of analysis, especially
when incorporating sales data. Take for example that the industry-
wide standard in the off-grid solar technology enterprise is to provide
lighting andmobile charging at the very leastwhether through lanterns,
SHS, or micro-grids. This study then assumes that customers that
receive a “service” (electricity for lighting and mobile phone charging)
through a communally shared energy source can be compared on average
to those who receive electricity from individually owned SHS or lanterns
for the same purposes. Secondly, that a firm's unit scaling is comparable
when one assumes that one household is receiving on average the same
service (particularly those sampled in this study) through micro-grids
as they could through SHS or some types of lanterns that also allow for
mobile charging.2 Finally, several of the firms incorporated in this study
cross the spectrum of types of technologies they provide — some that
provide electricity to customers through a micro-grid also sell SHS and
solar lanterns, while those that sell exclusively lanterns are starting to
sell SHS and considering micro-grids as the next step. With this under-
standing and holding constant that several factors according to literature
are common for an off-grid provider (such as after-sales support, the
provision of a warranty, the provision of finance, the ability to have
geographical spread across states in areas without or without the electri-
cal grid, etc.), the comparison becomes quite logical as the best way to
comprehensively study how off-grid solar technologies diffuse in India.
The various firms become natural competitors rather than completely
distinct entities. Regardless of the limitations, the challenge of conducting
a comprehensive study of this sector is clear— it is too decentralized and
2 Assumption: A firm providing 500 households with electricity for lighting and mobile
phone charging through a micro-grid is equal to 500 units of “scale.” A firm that is selling
500 SHS, 200 solar lanterns, and providing 300 householdswith electricity for lighting and
mobile charging through micro-grids is equal to 1000 units of “scale.”
the information difficult to collect. Thus this attempt becomes at least an
important launching point to discuss how these low-carbon technologies
do or do not achieve scale.

Theory

Scholars and practitioners studying factors affecting the scaling up of
off-grid solar technologies cite various barriers to “success” or successful
diffusion, including finance, technology-type, government policies, and
socio-cultural factors. Pilot studies of technology deployment by
companies and government programs are often the subject of these
studies. Rarely has a scholarly study been undertaken that examines the
entire market of businesses within a country, including various cases
and geographies to give a bigger picture of how(or hownot) this technol-
ogy scales-up.

Scaling of low-carbon technologies

The importance of studying the scaling of low-carbon energy
technologies comes at a time when humanity must try to develop and
thrive within the confines of global carbon budget, or risk dangerous
impacts from runaway climate change (Meinshausen et al., 2009).
Understanding and applying whether and how these low-carbon energy
technologies scale, and what factors influence scaling may be a way to
stave-off a runaway climate change scenario. A study conducted by
Wilson (2009) reveals insights into the nature of low-carbon technology
scaling including the suggestion that industry scaling “tends to be faster
when unit scaling is faster.” Certain factors appear to aid more rapid
spatial diffusion. These factors include the level of a product's homogene-
ity, ready substitutability of the incumbent technology, and “an undiffer-
entiated globalizedmarket that is not constrained by localized intellectual
property regimes and is not overly protected by trade barriers.” Such
products (such as CFLs and wind turbines examined by Wilson) can
more rapidly diffuse from the “core” to the “rim.”While this study cannot
simply replicate Wilson's study using off-grid solar technologies (for
reasons of lack of adequate data, particularly with regards to time and
the diffuse nature of the technology and players), it aims to investigate
whether off-grid solar technologies, and the firms that provide them in
India, can provide insight about how this low-carbon technology may or
may not scale.

Diffusion

Scaling of technologies requires understanding how they diffuse.
Rogers (2003) states that perceptions of technology, as well as locally-
present indigenous knowledge systems can play a large role in the
diffusion of and acceptance of technologies. In addition to a technology's
attributes that can influence its “rate of adoption,”3 there are other
culturally dependent factors, including “the nature of communication
channels diffusing the innovation” and the role and respect of early
adopters in communities. Specifically, Rogers states that diffusion
happens through certain channels (interpersonal or mass media), over
time (influenced by rates of adoption, the innovation-decision process,
and the innovativeness of the individual) and facilitated by certain
people (opinion leaders or change agents). Lessons learned from the
dissemination of SHS through World Bank supported projects between
1993 and 2000 reveal that most were supported by some level of
consumer awareness and marketing program (Martinot et al., 2001)
thus following the mass media channel model of diffusion highlighted
by Rogers.

The issue of networks in helping technologies diffuse is of high
importance. Rogers defines a communication network as “interconnected
3 The five attributes include: relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability,
and observability. See Everett Rogers,Diffusion of Innovations, 5th Ed. (New York, NY: Free
Press, 2003), p. 222.
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individuals who are linked by patterned flows of information” (Rogers,
2003). Specifically, it is the opinion leader's “interpersonal networks
that allow her or him to serve as a social model whose innovative
behavior is imitated by many other members of the system.” Off-grid
solar technologies would likely diffuse faster in a village if the village
head or someone of high social stature considers adoption first. Indeed,
this seems to be the approach of off-grid solar enterprises utilizing a
direct marketing approach. Communication network analysis as
described by Rogers “identifies the communication structure in a
system by using interpersonal communication relationships as the
units of analysis in analyzing network data about communication
flows.” The various kinds of communication network structures include
personal communication network, interlocking personal network, and
radial personal network. Each of thesemay serve as the basis for observ-
ing off-grid solar technology adoption in rural India. The head of the
village, a Sarpanch, may be connected to members of his or her own
religion, caste, and social class affecting people in their personal,
interlocking and radial personal networks with varying degrees of
connectedness among the members to whom the Sarpanch is surely
connected. It is important to note that some of these ties may be classi-
fied asweak or strong (sometimes influenced by physical distance) and
can be defined as communication proximity, or “the degree to which
two individuals in a network have overlapping personal communica-
tion networks.”

Innovation systems

Solar energy technologies do not operate in vacuums. They are
born and operate in complex systems where technologies interact
with various networks and institutions from the stage of innovation
to deployment. Sagar and Holdren (2002) argue that national energy
innovation systems comprise of the network of institutions that
develop, modify, and diffuse new energy technology. Other studies
have revealed that the process of innovation emerges through the efforts
of entrepreneurs and innovators who operate within the confines of an
innovation system (Lundvall, 1992; Nelson, 1993). Thus, SHS technologi-
cal diffusion and adoption are part of a wider solar energy technology
innovation system (ETIS) and the solar ETIS, in turn, is part of the wider
ETIS (Gallagher et al., 2012).

These systems may be different in different geographies and one
could assume that India's ETIS and solar ETIS are different from those
of neighboring China depending upon local technological abilities,
government support, and trade barriers. A recent study analyzing the
various providers of SHS in India has identified the need to create a
strong ecosystem with greater information flow in order for the SHS
sector to scale rapidly in India (CEEW, 2013). The various players and
parts of the ecosystem described in the analysis include: “enterprises
(both corporate and social ventures such as those discussed in the
introduction section) of varying size, scale and operating in different
locations” alongside a finance ecosystem which at present is not
uniformly well connected to the needs of the enterprises.

Business innovation

Tawney et al. (2013) state that innovation in the business models
that help diffusion and adoption of off-grid solar technology might
address the challenges associated with finance, lack of supply chains,
and after sales support. Indeed the off-grid solar technology market is
“entering a new phase that is being led by entrepreneurs [operating
both in the informal as well as formal markets as discussed earlier]
providing solar portable lights,” and while the scale is currently small
and costs present a barrier, “the technology is improving at a rapid
rate and business models are maturing” (Birol, 2011). For solar lantern
technology, Chaurey et al. (2012) compare the ownership versus fee-
for-service/rental models of dissemination. Their results reveal that a
central charging station model (rental model) is not viable even with
100% capital subsidy support. This is because the households were
“unwilling to pay a daily rental that is more than the effective daily
cost of owning a solar lantern.”

As alluded to before, cases of technology deployment have been
unsuccessful when companies have not established a proper supply
chain to provide the maintenance and replacement parts for the tech-
nologies (Bairiganjan and Sanyal, 2013). Rural base of the pyramid
(BoP) customers must be able to consistently use these end-use energy
products. Failure of a technology to work due to improper system
management can affect technology adoption by the same community
down the road. A particular example comes from a village in the north-
western Indian state of Rajasthan, where a community had been given
LED-based solar home lighting systems for which there was no local
provider to replace the specific system's batteries or provide bulbs,
much less the 12 watt solar panels (Singh, 2007). Within a year, several
households' systems fell into disrepair with no local knowledge or exper-
tise in how tofix ormaintain the products. Bairiganjan and Sanyal (2013)
suggest filling this gap with VLE networks that can work with local
villagers to improve the access of different products across remote rural
areas.

These findings support the Tawney et al. (2013) argument that
business and finance innovations (including not only the products
but also the processes) are required to help address the energy access
challenge. An evaluation of cases from the Indian state of Karnataka
reveals that “the viability of SHS market is critically dependent on the
role that banks play as intermediaries between consumers and solar
firms in rural areas” (Harish et al., 2013). Martinot et al. (2001) and
Gallagher (2014) would add that the SHS industry as a whole could
usemarket-formation policies such as effective equipment standardiza-
tion and certification procedures to ensure quality of service and afford-
ability.Wong advocates easy access to credit for users aswell as a robust
complaint system to address some of themaintenance and supply chain
failures associated with SHS technologies (Wong 2012). Such studies
have important implications for off-grid solar technology providers
who are attempting to establish an appropriate price point for
their product and design effective systems for the adoption of their
technology.

It is important to note that while the geography of the innovation
system that gives rise to these technologies certainly matters (Asheim
and Gertler, 2005), not only is the flow of technology no longer unidi-
rectional (North-South) as Gallagher (2014) confirms, but the discourse
on conditions that promote North–South technology transfer (Forsyth,
2005; Paulsson, 2009) has “acknowledged the need to adapt technolo-
gies to local contexts and the potential for technologies to be transferred
between developing countries” (Tawney et al., 2013). With mounting
empirical evidence from impacts of decentralized energy deployment
in rural communities (Ranganathan, 2003; Singh, 2007; Dehejia,
2012), it is safe to say that “significant differences between the technol-
ogies appropriate in each [North and South] context suggest[s] that
developed countries may lack the innovation capabilities necessary to
meet the energy access challenge [of the global South]” (Tawney et al.,
2013). If this is true, then one might expect the most successful
off-grid solar technology providers to be started in the global South or
have significant links through partnershipswith supporting institutions
in the countries in which their technologies are deployed.

Given that the Indian government has created targets for using only
off-grid renewable energy technologies to electrify 25,000 of the remotest
villages and is increasingly championing solar projects that use domesti-
cally sourced components, one might expect the diffusion potential of
off-grid solar technologies to be quite high in the country. An analysis
conducted by Chaurey et al. (2012) attempts to place the potential of
solar lantern diffusion in India at 46 million households, simply based
on their analysis of rural households that pay up to 10% of their monthly
bills on fuel (kerosene). If policies are enacted to create greater
technological or fuel choice for energy rather than simply subsidizing
kerosene for lighting, the diffusion potentialmight increase dramatically.
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Finally, policies that alter the private market to create structural
incentives may not be enough to drive the diffusion of off-grid
solar technologies. Tawney et al. (2013) emphasize that “pro-poor
energy innovation can be understood as a process that explicitly
involves the poor as end-users of the resulting solutions.” Empirical
evidence from the field (Bazilian et al., 2008; Bardouille, 2012) reveals
that extensive stakeholder engagement throughout the energy solution
development and deployment process is central to the long-term
success of efforts to expand access to energy. The task of this study
then is to shed light on the factors and practices unique to a firm that
affect the scaling-up (or not) of off-grid solar technologies in a country
with one of the largest un-electrified populations in the world.

Results and discussion

Grid and geography

To testwhether or not themarket for off-grid solar technologieswas
limited by the extent of the electric grid, the study asked enterprise
owners whether or not they distributed their products or operated in
areas with central grid connectivity. Responses revealed that a majority
of enterprises provided solar-based energy in areas with grid access.
While 19% of the respondents stated that they did not operate in areas
serviced by the grid, 36% said “yes” and another 45% responded “some-
times” suggesting that their operations across the country were varied
but that their technologies would reach the market regardless of grid
presence.

India's struggle tomeet its electricity demandnationally has resulted
in inadequate service of electricity to even those villages that have
access to the grid. One of the interesting caveats in the government's
electrification program, for example, is that only 10% of the households
in the village need to be connected to the grid for the entire village to be
technically defined as electrified. This glaring case of conflicting political
goals and realities of implementation of policy could, theoretically,
render the entire country “electrified,” but 200–300 million people
will still be without access to grid power.4

India also faces high transmission and distribution (T&D) losses.
Losses through transmission and distribution of electricity are a big
contributor to power deficits running as high as 4350 MW (Singh,
2013). Official T&D losses stand at 23% of electricity generated—one of
the highest in the world. Independent analysis and a survey of various
states reveal, however, that the figure may be as high as 53% in some
states (Navani et al., 2012). The main reasons for T&D losses are poor
infrastructure and power theft (Gregory, 2006). There is a vicious
cycle driven by the challenge of T&D losses: “in the absence of a realistic
estimate of T&D losses, it is not possible for regulatory commissions to
correctly estimate the revenue requirements and avoid the situation
where the consumers pay for the inefficiencies of the utilities” (Bhalla,
2000). Furthermore, the lack of realistic estimates of T&D losses acts
as a disincentive for private sector participation in power distribution,
investment that the sector desperately needs in order to become
strengthened.

Bhalla cites that large-scale rural electrification through long
11 kV and low tension lines along with haphazard growths of the
sub-transmission and distribution system with the short-term
objective of extension of power supply to new areas is also to blame for
the shortage of electricity supply. Even Singh (2009) states that in
order for the Indian power transmission system to be more efficient
and reduce greenhouse gas emissions from the sector at large, a switch
from low tension to high-tension lines would be helpful. This presents
an interesting dilemma for the country that needs an efficient transmis-
sion and distribution system to better utilize its limited energy resources
but is also trying to rapidly expand energy access to new areas. These
4 Definition of electrified village under the Ministry of Power's Memorandum No.42/1/
2001-D(RE), February 5, 2004.
factors combined with the results of the survey essentially support the
hypothesis that the market for off-grid solar technologies in India is not
limited by the extent of the electricity grid.

If not limited by the grid, perhaps certain geographies play a role in a
firm's ability to scale. An analysis conducted by Sanyal (2014)maps out
the micro-markets for energy access entrepreneurs and identifies the
states with the highest rates of electrification using government census
data (see Fig. 2 map on left). According to the data, states in the north
and east of India have higher rates of rural un-electrification followed
by states in western India. When comparing state-wise electrification
data with data collected by the online survey of off-grid solar energy
providers, an interesting story emerges. Respondents were asked
which states their products and services were offered in. The map on
the right shown in Fig. 2 depicts the spread of states from which the
respondents draw their collective experience in distribution of off-grid
solar technologies in India. As depicted by the color gradient (from
yellow to red), some states have a higher concentration of off-grid
solar energy enterprises operating in them than others. The states that
correspond with the lowest level of rural un-electrification are also
the places where several firms from the survey claim to be selling
off-grid solar technologies. Only the states of Bihar, Orissa and Uttar
Pradesh in the east and north respectively have rural un-electrification
rates above 50% and correspond with a large number of off-grid solar
technology providers selling products there, thus, further reinforcing the
hypothesis that the market for off-grid solar technologies in India is not
limited by the extent of the electricity grid.

Products offered and uses

Respondents were asked to identify which off-grid solar energy
products they offered to ascertain the distribution of product-types
among the respondents. For the purposes of this study, the options
provided to the respondents included: 1) lanterns; 2) solar home lighting
systems (SHS); 3) micro-grids; and 4) others. The latter could include
devices like solar street lighting and solar hot water heaters. The group
of respondents participating in this survey largely provided solar home
lighting systems with lanterns and micro-grids ranking second and
third, respectively but not by much (Fig. 3 graph on left). The results
are depicted by type of provider (private, non-profit, etc.) and reveals
that private companies operating in this market are focusing on SHS
first, followed by micro-grids and then lanterns whereas non-profits
are focusing on lanterns first, then SHS followed by other products then
micro-grids.

Respondents were also asked to choose how best to describe what
services their customers derive from their products. The options included:
1) extending work hours; 2) lighting for children's studies; 3) for field
(outdoor) use; and 4) for powering appliances such as televisions, fans,
and mobile phones. Respondents were asked to select all that applied to
their products. Powering appliances such as mobile phones, fans, and
televisions led the primary purpose of purchasing products while lighting
needs seemed to be the secondary focus. Enhancing productive hours and
portability (outdoor use) ranked third and fourth respectively (Fig. 3
graph on right). Once again, the figure differentiates between different
provider-types and one can see that customers of non-profit distributors
see the main benefit of the products purchased being “lighting for
children's studies” whereas the primary use identified by customers of
private companies is “powering appliances” followed by lighting.

The difference between private companies and non-profit dis-
tributors' perceived benefit for their customers from their products
might be based on their marketing strategies. Many charitable trusts
and non-profit providersmay be beholden to donors whowish to see
the impacts of their products reported and often these are tied to
development goals such as education and healthcare improvements.
As such, lighting needs provided by lanterns, as a primary perceived
benefit for the customers of non-profit distributors is not at all surprising.
The second point of interest that arises from this data is that powering



Fig. 2. Comparison of un-electrification rates with number of off-grid solar technology providers distributing per state based on survey.
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other appliances takes the lead over lighting uses for customers as
reported by the firms. More than one expert interviewed in India
during the fieldwork to support this study stated that secondary
technologies might be driving the diffusion of solar energy technology.
For example, few providers offer solutions that do not come with
mobile phone charging ports on their solar lighting device. In a
country where more people have access to mobile phones than toilets
(Telegraph, 2010), and the average rural customer may be paying
anywhere between $0.8–0.16 per complete charge of their phone at a
local shop, the need for solar as more than a lighting solution becomes
evident. The advent of the low-watt LED television is sure to push the
efficiency and use of off-grid solar technologies further. This potential
trajectory highlights the overlaps between technologies in the technol-
ogy innovation systems discussed previously. As companies such as Orb
Fig. 3. The graph on the left depicts the distribution of products offered by type of provider
and Onergy start providing yet another product as part of their “solar
package” the same 40 watt SHS can now not only power light bulbs
but also provide enough electricity to power a family's new television.
Likely to readily adopt advanced technology, the base of the pyramid
consumers consider televisions to be an “aspirational product”
(Prahlad, 2010). Thus “PV-TV” which combines the power source with
an emergent aspirational product is perhaps the next technological
wave that will drive solar technology diffusion for the off-grid market.

After sales and warranty

After-sales servicing is a major factor affecting the success of off-grid
solar energy enterprises. Thus respondents were asked whether or not
they provided after-sales support for maintenance of products. Sixty-
and the graph on the right depicts the distribution of use of products by provider type.



Fig. 5. The outer ring of this graph depicts whether or not the respondents are using
government subsidies. The middle ring depicts the types of financing provided by the
providers to their customers. The inner ring depicts the breakdown of no financing.
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three (90%) respondents stated, “yes” (outer ring of Fig. 4).When asked
what type of after-sales support was offered, the responses can be
categorized into the following: maintenance through service
centers, replacement of entire products, on-site maintenance with the
help of technicians, over the phone service, and linking customers
directly with product manufacturers for further assistance.

The available warranty options were categorized into one year, two
years and three or more years. Twenty-five (36%) of the respondents
offered a one yearwarranty, thirteen (19%) offered a two yearwarranty
and thirty-one (45%) offered a warranty for three or more years (inner
ring of Fig. 4). Outside of the warranty period, several firms offer
customers the option of signing annual maintenance contracts (AMCs)
for an additional fixed charge.

Since their advent, propermaintenance and after-sales support have
been a challenge for sustaining of off-grid solar technologies in the field
post-deployment. Customers and practitioners in the field have noticed
sales agents who sell low-quality products and disappear when the
product needs servicing. This phenomenon has affected perceptions of
off-grid solar technologies in many communities in India. Furthermore,
itmayhave the effect of “ruining themarket,” a condition best described
as unwillingness by rural communities to purchase solar technologies
fromnewfirms after having or hearing about a bad experience someone
had with prior solar technologies and distributors. While not everyone
is able to offer quality after sales support or warranty, the results of
this survey indicate that the majority of off-grid solar firms operating
in the formal market today are providing it and have at least one year
of warranty insuring the servicing of their products. This consistency
in the industry should then have no impact on the overall ability of
any one firm to achieve unit scaling simply using warranty and after
sales service provision as factors.

Financing and government subsidies

As discussed previously, financing is a key part of the larger energy
technology innovation system and no study of the off-grid solar tech-
nology sector is complete without examining this element critical for
its diffusion. Respondents were asked whether or not they operated
under or used government subsidies to sell their products. An over-
whelming number of respondents (72%) did not sell products using
the government subsidy mechanism (outer ring of Fig. 5). Respondents
were also asked whether they provided financing for their products to
their customers. Forty-five (65%) of the respondents provided no
financing while the rest offered a mix of financing from micro-finance
institutions (MFIs), self help groups (SHGs) and rural bank (RB)
branches (middle ring of Fig. 5).

Finally, respondents who did not offer financing for their products
were asked how they sold their products or services. The majority of
respondents (82%) conducted their business through direct sales (cash
Fig. 4. This graph depicts the results of after-sales service provision and number of years of
warranty provided by the firms interviewed.
only) while the remainder relied on funds from bilateral aid, disaster
relief funds, political funds allotted to Members of Parliament (MP) or
Members of State Legislative Assembly (MLA) and corporate social
responsibility (CSR) or other grant funding (inner ring of Fig. 5).

The topic of financing for off-grid solar technologies is beyond the
scope of this paper but for the purposes of this study we will merely
explore the results of the responses in brief. Interviews conducted in
thefieldwith experts and practitioners to supplement the online survey
shed light on issues surrounding government subsidies and financing
for off-grid solar products. One practitioner established that the proce-
dure for procuring subsidies through the government for solar projects
nomatter how small or large is just too complicated and takes too long.
While subsidies may make sense for large (multi-megawatt) grid-
connected solar development projects, for the thirty5 government
approved “channel partners6” that sell products in the off-grid market,
subsidy procurement becomes rather difficult as the customer base
has lower load requirements and there are many small individual
projects. This claim does not suggest that all end users do not need
subsidies in order to purchase off-grid solar technologies.

Though the government has indicated through policies and alloca-
tion of funds that solar should be subsidized, procuring loans for solar
home lighting systems for poorer income households is still a challenge.
Often bank branches consider the customers and the technology too
high risk to receive subsidized loans. This is often the result of the
banks themselves not being properly educated on the government
policies surrounding the subsidy for solar or lacking the capacity to
follow up on whether the firm is meeting the terms of the agreement
with the customer on ensuring after sales maintenance and servicing
for duration of the payback period of the subsidized loan. Lack of proper
after-sales service by some firms has often left banks with customers
defaulting on loan repayments. Having a staff member dedicated to
managing the relationship with local bank branches seems to be a
time-intensive yet successful strategy for a firm thatwishes to sell prod-
ucts using government subsidies. Most firms however, particularly
startups with limited staff and capacity, can scarcely afford allocating
5 Ministry of New & Renewable Energy (MNRE) officials claimed that of 40 solar compa-
nies who were channel partners of the government in 2013–2014, 30 have products for
the off-grid market. The applications received by MNRE in 2015 from companies to become
channel partners for the off-grid market number over 100.

6 Channel partners are companies that have been vetted by the government asmeeting
all the standards and specifications on technology used and after-sales support provided.
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time and resources towards managing relationships with banks.
Furthermore, most bank branch managers work on two-year rotation
cycles, thus requiring the relationship to be rebuilt every two years
with the bank, especially if the new manager also does not prioritize
solar loan lending.

Debate exists about whether or not a subsidy for off-grid solar tech-
nologies, as it is currently provided, should be continued. One practi-
tioner commented that subsidies might have been useful for their firm
in the beginning to incentivize customers who hitherto did not even
have much awareness about the technology. However, according to
that same practitioner, now that the market penetration of solar is
significant, subsidies may no longer be required. An industry veteran
noted that government subsidies have not helped the ecosystem of
off-grid solar technologies and their required support structures in the
country to grow. Yet another practitioner lamented the financial losses
his firm incurred from an eight-month delay from the central govern-
ment in releasing subsidies that he had already discounted to his
customers at the time of sales. Government authorized independent
retailers of off-grid solar technologies (known as Akshay Urja shops)
might disagree with such statements. Of the 60 respondents of a
telephonic survey of Akshay Urja shop owners from across the country,
most cited the need for continued government support in order tomake
sales. A dealer of Tata Solar products clarified that financing for the
urban and peri-urban middle-income group of customers may still be
needed as solar technologies supplement other sources of energy
(grid electricity) and solar technology is an additional product for the
consumer. However, financing solar for the end user for the BoPmarket
may not be required as they are likely to be spending household income
on energy as a basic need and switching fuels from kerosene to solar is
not only more reliable as an energy source but often provides cost
savings. While that claim may be debatable, assuming the energy
demand in rural areas is less than those in urban areas, customers in
rural areas maybe purchasing smaller watt capacity and therefore less
expensive solar products than those in peri-urban middle-income
groups where entire households full of electrical appliances with larger
loads require higher capacity solar photovoltaic panels.

Whatever may be the case on whether or not end-user subsidies or
financing is required, the findings of this study suggest that off-grid
solar technology firms in India are currently predominately not relying
on government subsidies to sell their products, and the majority do not
provide financing options directly to their customers. Since the start of
this study, a new government has come to power in India. Three impor-
tant policy decisions have been made: 1) a financial inclusion program
to provide access to formal banking and thereby direct subsidies to
hundreds of millions of people; 2) the desire to provide universal
electricity for all by 2019 and a doubling of the goals for solar energy
to 100 GW in the country's mix by 2022 and 3) the review of subsidy
plan for off-grid solar technologies to move from implementation-
based model to a “result-linked benefit” model (Thakkar, 2014).
Advancing financial inclusion is likely to provide millions more people
access to products such as solar home lighting systems and decide
how to spend their government subsidy money for energy which
might currently be spent on kerosene. Coupled with new targets and
timelines for provision of energy access and the boost for solar energy,
these factors are likely to positively affect the diffusion of off-grid solar
technologies in the country over time.

Partnerships sought by off-grid solar energy enterprises

Recall the reference to differing forms of partnerships employed by
off-grid solar enterprises that use retail versus direct marketing as
their core business models. Thus, in order to get a sense of what
network respondents believed would help them distribute more off-
grid solar products in India, they were askedwhat kinds of partnerships
they were seeking. Options provided to them included 1) government;
2) non-profit organizations; 3) financial institutions; 4) agri-business;
5) distributors; and 6) others. Responseswere once again differentiated
based on the type of provider responding (Fig. 6). Results indicate that
most respondents wanted partnerships with financial institutions
followed by non-profits, distributors and agri-business. The govern-
mentwas the least favored partner by all category of providers surveyed
from the major list of choices (excluding “other”) (Fig. 7).

Based on discussionswith practitioners and experts, there are various
explanations for these findings. Related to the previous question on
financing, it should not be surprising tofind that off-grid solar technology
providers would like it to be easier to work with financial institutions,
particularly rural bank branches that can facilitate giving loans to families
who wish to purchase solar home lighting systems. In addition, micro-
finance institutions can be useful partners for micro-energy enterprises
because they can facilitate micro-payment collection for products like
solar lanterns or give out solar loans to rural entrepreneurs to set up a
franchise. This is particularly important asmillions of potential solar tech-
nology customers lack access to formal banking institutions. Non-profit
organizations, which proliferate across India, can provide valuable
networks for micro-energy enterprises to tap into in order to have the
trust from a community to purchase solar products. Recall the role of
trust through locally imbedded agents being amajor factor that facilitates
the diffusion of technologies (Rogers, 2003). Similarly, partnerships with
agri-business would be useful for marketing to the rural farmer who can
use a variety of off-grid solar products for outdoor use (portable lanterns,
solar irrigation pumps, etc.). Quality distributors can be leveraged to
strengthen the supply chains and after sales service networks which
are crucial for the success of any off-grid solar energy enterprise.

Government has largely been seen as cumbersome and difficult to
work with. Micro-grid operators have been struggling with the lack of
clear policies on what would happen to their investments should they
come into competition with the central electricity grid. Some are
frustrated at the fact that subsidies for solar technology, the benefits of
which companies passed onto their customers, have not been delivered
to the firms and were delayed by at least eight months from the Minis-
try of New & Renewable Energy. Others cite the cumbersome process of
becoming government channel partners or lagging standards and spec-
ifications for solar technologies that are not keeping pace with industry
innovation worldwide. Still, some would like to work closely with state
governments where they can and at least maintain good relations with
government agencies where they can make business easy and do a
better job of enforcing penalties against fraudulent or foreign competi-
tors not meeting performance standards.
Sales data

Respondents were also asked to report the number of off-grid solar
technologies they had sold, including lanterns, SHS, or individual
home connections as part of a solar micro-grid since they started oper-
ations. Only 57 respondents reported their figures bringing the sample
size down from the original 69. A scatter plot of the sales data (Fig. 7)
reveals that forty-four (77%) of off-grid solar energy providers have a
per unit sale or per home access of 20,000 or less. Eight respondents
(14%) had sales between 20,000 and 64,000. Three respondents (5%)
had sales between 120,000 and 160,000 while two respondents (4%)
sold over 3 million solar products (not depicted in the scatter plot).

These results indicate that the unit scaling of the majority of the
off-grid solar technology industry is quite small compared the number
of households without access to electricity. Also the industry is largely
quite young, averaging seven years of operations. Age is not necessarily
related to the unit scaling of an organization however as two of the
largest distributors by unit of products sold are approximately six to
seven years old. The unit sales also suggest that the firm size of many
of the players is small. The customer base is diffuse and there is enough
room for many players to participate and make a profit in a market
estimated to reach US$150 million by 2018 (Davidsen et al., 2015).



Fig. 6. This graph depicts the partnerships sought by off-grid solar energy providers in India by provider-type.
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Factors affecting off-grid solar enterprise scaling

Arguments could be made that the sample size for running regres-
sions using this data set is too small, but such an exercise incorporating
sales data from micro-energy enterprises has not been undertaken be-
fore. Results from such an exercise can be used as a guide to study
what the factors affecting scaling of such enterprises may be and sup-
port them in the future with in-depth case studies.
Fig. 7. Scatter plot of sales data from 57 respondents of the off-grid solar technologymarket su
removed (only 55 points visible in this graph).
Running linear regressions using STATA on the data collected
revealed correlations between some of the variables. Variables expressing
relationships include binary variables such as Fi (offering financing to
customers for products), and linear variables including Gi (firm sells
products in geographies with the electricity grid (yes, sometimes,
never)), Si (number of states firm sells products in), Pi (number of catego-
ries of products the firm sells including 1) lanterns; 2) SHSs; 3) micro-
grids; and 4) others), and Qi (number of products sold or unit scaling)
rvey. For easier visualization, the highest sales figures (over 3 million products) have been
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for all firms (i) where i = 1,2,3,…56. Table 2 depicts the regression
results with statistically significant (p b 10% and p b 5%) relationships
highlighted.

Regressions showing relationships included the following:

Gi ¼ β0 þ β1Pi þ β2Si þ β3Qi þ ui
Fi ¼ β0 þ β1Pi þ β2Si þ β3Qi þ ui
Pi ¼ β0 þ β1Si þ β2Gi þ β3Qi þ ui

The results of the regression indicate that the further from grid-
connected geographies one ventures, unless there are multiple firms
overlapping in the region, the less likely the people there are to have
multiple technology options for solar energy (they will only have
lanterns, or only SHS, or only micro-grids). This is because the firms
that are operating in those areas do not diversify the types of products
they provide. Also, firms that are operating in areas without the grid
may be targeting a completely off-grid market as they expand to other
states. Two factors important regarding learning that may affect the
scaling-up of off-grid solar technologies are important to note with
these findings: 1) the lack of multiple technology-type interaction in
these geographies may be affecting the learning among companies
(the fact that it is limited or not happening); and 2) companies choosing
to only specialize distribution in areas devoid of grid connectivity but
across states may find it difficult to carry the learnings from one
state to the next because of the complex nature of state policies,
socio-economic factors and cultures present across a country as diverse
as India.

A number of additional factors associated with the interplay
between the grid and the nature of diffusion and business of off-grid
solar technologies may explain what may be happening. Off-grid solar
technologies, like any new innovation introduced in rural communities
require trust from the community to be readily adopted. Distributing in
more remote areas may also require that the vendor target a respected
member of the community to be the brand ambassador of their technol-
ogy. Therefore, firms in more remote areas may incrementally introduce
new and diverse technology options. Given that the firm is the risk
taker in introducing a new technology in these areas, s/he may conduct
an assessment and choose the technology for the community based on
what s/he deems appropriate. Further research would be needed on the
Table 2
Regression results.

In grid Categories
of products

Financing Unit sales

In grid −0.435** −35,954
(0.0255) (0.809)

Financing 41,202
(0.859)

Categories of products −0.212** 0.123* −216,308*
(0.0255) (0.0559) (0.0503)

Government subsidy −147,203
(0.549)

Number of states 0.0275* 0.0470** −0.00372 14,218
(0.0621) (0.0250) (0.708) (0.382)

Firm type −195,285
(0.216)

Marketing 165,074
(0.511)

Unit sales −4.57e-08 −3.37e-07* −4.03e-08
(0.731) (0.0713) (0.657)

Warranty −128,198
(0.296)

Constant 2.168** 2.914** 2.914** 1.088e + 06*
(0) (1.11e-10) (1.11e-10) (0.0692)

Observations 56 56 56 56
ss 0.123 0.189 0.083 0.139

*p b 0.10; **p b 0.05.
The values in bold indicate statistically significant relationships.
awareness level about solar technologies of people in remote or grid-
less areas that may or may not affect their comfort in adopting new
technologies. Another likely scenario explaining this result is that areas
near the gridmay have higher population densities andmore established
supply chains that a firm can use, thus increasing themarket of technolo-
gy options a firm is willing to provide to the local population. If this is
correct, then the extension of the grid and its associated infrastructure
may be an important prerequisite for the diffusion of all sorts of consumer
goods and technologies into new areas.

The number of technology-type options a firm provides seems to
have a number of relationships with other characteristics unique to a
firm. First, the more technology-type options a firm provides, the
more likely it is to be operating in more than one state. Note that
providers from the online survey were also categorized by the number
of states in which they operate (Fig. 8). Overwhelmingly, most
providers only operate in one state. Second, the more technology-type
options a firm provides, the more likely the firm is to provide financing
to its customers for off-grid solar technologies. Both of these relation-
ships may correlate with the maturity of the firm, or at least should be
thefirms fromwhom the industrymaywant to learn about the business
of off-grid technology scaling. While the market for off-grid solar tech-
nologies is quite large, the ability to sell across multiple states and to be
able to providemore types of products and financing seems like a recipe
for success. However, another relationship specifically between the
number of categories of products a firm provides and its unit scaling
indicates that the more a firm diversifies its portfolio of products, the
lower its unit scaling will be (at least for some time). It might be easier
for a firm to focus on one product and achieve unit scaling through large
volume of sales, however it may be missing out on capturing different
market segments (customers who prefer micro-grid connections or
larger capacity solar home lighting systems instead of just solar
lanterns). Product diversification may also impact the quality of after
sales support, the supply chain and the growth of the firm at large.
This is a potentially important lesson for firms who wish to weigh
their options of how, where, andwhat type of technologies they choose
to distribute. More importantly, firms should reflect on these findings
and ask whether or not unit scaling is important for them in the long
run.

Conclusion

While research is required, based on the results of the online survey
and the extensive fieldwork conducted to support the broader study on
factors affecting the scaling up (or not) of off-grid solar technologies in
India, several conclusions may be drawn from these data. The statistical
analysis supports the claims by some experts that the market for
off-grid solar technologies is indeed determined by the seller. End
users are not able to articulate what they need, particularly those
users in areaswithout grid accesswhomay need the technology options
the most. Furthermore, modularization of products may help achieve
unit scale as the firms selling the highest volume of products are
providing compact solar products. The modular products are also quite
homogenous and would be supported by Wilson's (2009) hypothesis
of homogeneity affecting the scaling up of low-carbon technologies.
Supporting Rogers' (2003) theories, these firms also have a highly
networked local staff, highlighting the importance of last-mile village
entrepreneur networks in deployment of higher volumes of modular
products. While multi-functionality of a product did not seem to impact
unit scaling, the fact that companies see their customers as needing the
products for more than lighting is a sign that the arrival of aspirational
low-watt appliances such as televisions may actually serve as the driver
of the diffusion of solar technologies.

On financing, the subsidy regime established by the government
may not have helped the ecosystemof services and technologies around
off-grid solar technologies to thrive. Results suggest that frustration and
difficulty in working with the government in this process led many



Fig. 8. This graph depicts the distribution of the number of states the firms surveyed operate in. Overwhelmingly a large number of respondents only distribute products in one state.
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players to operate outside the subsidy regime. While it is debatable
whether end-users need financing in order to purchase off-grid solar
products, it is clear that much business is still being conducted with
millions of customers in different income groups without subsidies or
financing provided by the firm. Business innovation thus may have
found a way to operate in an environment that still lacks access to
formal banking systems and requires strong supply chains and
after sales networks in order for technologies to be maintained
post deployment.

Finally, providing a broader array of technology optionsmay actually
have a negative impact on unit scaling. A closer look at some of the
individual firms that stand out in unit scaling matches these results.
The value of scaling must of course be questioned in an industry that
should be trying to move from providing technologies to quality energy
services. Finding a balance between simply achieving scale in numbers
and assuring that quality, defined by sufficient energy and an ecosystem
of support structures for the technology post deployment, is essential if
one is to genuinely provide access to energy for improving the
livelihoods of those who need it most. Lastly, business innovations
will continue to evolve tomeet the growing energy needs of those living
with lack of assured centralized grid energy supply and thus drive the
diffusion of off-grid solar technologies.
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